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What is CSR and why get involved?What is CSR and why get involved?

The Dress Code is a 33-room boutique hotel located in the Opera district of Paris. It
welcomes a French and international clientele, both business and leisure, wanting to
experience the excitement of Paris up close. We are aware of our responsibility
towards the planet and we wish to commit to integrating environmental concerns
into all our operations. We have therefore established this environmental charter in
order to formalize our commitments and to raise awareness among our entire team,
our partners, our suppliers and our customers of the importance of preserving the
environment.

CSR stands for Corporate Social Responsibility. That is to say the voluntary
integration by companies of social and environmental concerns into their
commercial activities and their relations with stakeholders. In other words, CSR is
the contribution of companies to the challenges of sustainable development. A
company that practices CSR will therefore seek to have a positive impact on society
while being economically viable.

Aware of the impact that tourism can have on the planet, we have decided to make
commitments, in accordance with our values, to continue to receive our customers
with concern for their comfort, in a responsible manner.



Our commitments

Our director, also the company's environmental
manager, has followed specific training on the issues of
sustainable tourism, environmental preservation and
CSR.

We raise awareness among our teams and our customersWe raise awareness among our teams and our customers11..

Our team is also involved and aware of these issues.
They know the actions to follow in their daily tasks.
Our employees have received comprehensive
environmental training.

We choose to collaborate with French service
providers and suppliers, local wherever possible,
committed to sustainable development.

We encourage travel by public transport, on foot or
by bike.



The hotel opened in 2018, so the renovation
of the hotel is very recent and its insulation
is optimal. This allows us to reduce our
energy consumption.

We inform and invite our customers to
reuse their sheets and towels thanks to a
card in the room in order to limit the
consumption of water and detergent.

All of our lighting is LED, which saves
energy.
A magnetic key activates and deactivates
the lighting in the rooms.

Our rooms are equipped with individual
thermostats. We encourage our customers
to use heating and air conditioning
responsibly. Room thermostats are turned
off when not rented.

2. We control and save resources2. We control and save resources

Our toilets have two buttons so you can
opt for a half flush and our taps are
equipped with aerators

Electricity only activates when necessary in
many places, we have presence detectors /
timers to limit energy waste. We keep a
table tracking our electricity consumption.



3. We limit and sort our waste3. We limit and sort our waste

We have installed several sorting points internally and for
the attention of our customers (recyclable / non-
recyclable). The glass is thrown into a special bin and food
waste is collected separately.

We work with a majority of bulk or large packaged
products to limit unnecessary packaging (e.g. welcome
products are in large format)

We limit the use of plastic as much as possible. We have
removed plastic bottles from the rooms.

We do not offer any disposable tableware



4. We favor sustainable purchases4. We favor sustainable purchases 5. Our approach is inclusive5. Our approach is inclusive

Our cleaning products are
biodegradable and eco-labeled. We
promote steam cleaning whenever
possible

Our hotel has a talking elevator with
braille buttons.

We have two rooms equipped for
People with Reduced Mobility.

We welcome young people in
apprenticeships

No discrimination is tolerated in our
establishment. We respect equality
between women and men.

We choose French and organic
products as much as possible for our
breakfast. We offer a selection of
products adapted to different
specific diets: gluten-free, dairy-free,
vegetarian.

We control our restocking in order
to avoid food waste as much as
possible. Uneaten food from our
breakfast remains available to
customers and the team during the
day.

Our linen supplier, Elis, is located in
the Paris region, so as to limit travel
time between our hotel and their
premises.



Green Key labelGreen Key label

In order to make our commitment a reality and engage in a
process of continuous improvement, we are in the process
of obtaining the Green Key label. Our approach can
obviously be improved and we are open to any comments
or suggestions!

The Green Key distinguishes tourist accommodation engaged
in a voluntary, efficient and dynamic environmental approach.
This label is awarded each year by an independent jury made
up of environmental experts and tourism professionals. The
Clef Verte label is a process aimed at constant improvement
from year to year. This charter is therefore subject to change
and be updated each year.
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Follow us!

5 rue Caumartin 
75009 Paris

01 44 56 06 06


